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Abstract. Inflammation plays a significant role in the etiology and pathogenesis of
type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM).Many single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in
various genes including inflammatory cytokines have been reported as a risk for
T2DM.Interleukins (IL) such as IL - 6, IL - 10, IL - 18 and IL – 1 are strongly
associates with increased risk of type 2 diabetes. This review will summarize and
recommend studies that investigated associations between Interleukins gene
polymorphism and T2DM.
Introduction
With the completion of the Human Genome Project, gene polymorphism (gene
polymorphism) has played an important role in clarifying the body's susceptibility to
disease, diversity of clinical manifestations of disease and the response to drug
treatment. It can diagnose and treat complex disease through the analysis of gene
polymorphism and clinical phenotypes, and the relationship between gene
polymorphism and the risk of disease. Single nucleotide polymorphism (Single
nucleotide polymorphisms, SNPs) refers to a DNA sequence variation at the genomic
level caused by a single nucleotide variation, which shall not be less than 1% of the
population frequency distribution [1]. It is by far one of the most common types of
human genetic variation accounting for more than 90% of all known polymorphisms.
Those studies have shown that there is a close relationship between interleukins gene
polymorphism and T2DM development. In recent years, many scholars studied the
relationship of diabetes of interleukins (interleukins, IL) gene polymorphism.
Research shows that there were the closely related about interleukin gene
polymorphism and T2DM development. This article will state the relationship
between T2DM and the gene polymorphism of IL - 6, IL - 10, IL - 18 and IL - 1.
IL - 6 Gene Polymorphism and T2DM
The Structure and Source of IL - 6
IL-6 is a multifunctional cytokine which is closely related to cell growth,
differentiation and gene expression regulation. It is a kind of biologically active
glycoprotein which is encoded by human IL-6 gene. IL-6 is a glycopeptides that the
relative molecular mass is 26,000 consisted of 184 amino acid glycoprotein. Human
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IL-6 gene is located on the short arm of chromosome 7, it contains five exons and four
introns. IL-6 is inflammatory factors which has the most close relationship with
endocrine [2]. IL - 6 derives from a wealth of sources. Nowadays, it has been found
that lymphoid cells, endothelial cells, fibroblasts, skeletal muscle and fat cells can
produce IL – 6. [3] In basic conditions, IL - 6 in blood is mainly secreted by adipose
tissue, it accounts for about 15% ~ 35%. In addition, the pancreatic islet B cells can
also be autocrine IL - 6. Many factors can stimulate the secretion of IL - 6, such as IL
- 1, IL - 2 and INF, PDGF, LPS, insulin, catecholamine, etc. on the contrary,
glucocorticoid and sex hormone, IL - 4, IL - 10 can inhibit the expression of IL - 6.
Relationship Between IL-6 and T2DM
T2DM is a chronic inflammatory condition, as inflammatory cytokines, IL-6 may
have involved in this situation. Pickup [4] revealed that the serum of patients with
T2DM and IL-6 were non-DM health increases. Leinonen [5] also found that T2DM
patients’ serum C - RP, IL - 6 and SAA inflammatory markers, such as relatively
higher than DM healthy subjects, and all inflammatory markers and negatively
correlated with insulin sensitive index. Some scholars study found in patients with
severe acute pancreatitis, the concentration of plasma IL - 6 increased significantly,
and interleukin 6 in pancreatitis develop into severe acute pancreatitis on the
sensitivity of 77.7% [6], And severe acute pancreatitis patients have different degree
of pancreatic B cells is damaged, it also suggests IL - 6 there is a close correlation
with the incidence of diabetes.
IL - 18 Gene Polymorphism and T2DM
The Structure and Source of IL -18
IL-18 is a kind of newly discovered proinflammatory factor in recent years with the
function of multidirectional effect, which play a key role in inflammatory reaction
chain. [7] IL -18 expressions in macrophages, dendritic cells, keratinocyte cells, etc.
Its main function is the promotion of T cells and natural killer cells IFN - C, the
expression of TNF - A raised IL - 2, IFN - C type Th1 cytokines, promoting the
activation of T cells proliferation [8] As a result of the important role that IL - 18
played in the network. It is associated with the occurrence and development of various
diseases. The human IL - 18 genes in 11 q22. 2-22.3, contain six exons and five
introns, cDNA total length of about 1.1 KB. Has now been found there are multiple
on the IL - 18 gene polymorphism loci, which located in the promoter region, district
or exon upstream, transcription promoter region are mainly the - 137, 607, 132, while
127,124 8, etc are mainly in exons area.
IL - 18 Relations with T2DM
Literatures have reported that diabetic patients` serum IL - 18 significantly increased
compared with healthy controls. IL -18 is one of the inflammatory cytokines
associated with insulin resistance, involved in the occurrence of type 2 diabetes. [9] A
number of studies have shown that increasing serum IL - 18 may be associated with
the occurrence of T2DM, and the rise of IL - 18 can be used as a sign of T2DM
insulin resistance, thus prompting the close relationship between serum levels of IL 18 and T2DM.
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IL - 18 Gene Polymorphism and T2DM
Giedraitis [10] found that in the IL - 18 gene of exon 2 upstream promoter region that
- 137 and - 607 loci exist single nucleotide polymorphisms. So IL-18 gene - 137-607
loci SNP altered these transcription factors and the combining ability of IL-18 gene
promoter, which directly affect the expression level of IL – 18 and the influence of
IFN – γ expression and function of Th1 cells [11] One of the studies in han people in
zhuhai region shows that IL-18 gene SNPs may be associated with T2DM
susceptibility, but it is uncertain whether it is main susceptibility loci of T2DM in
China zhuhai regions.
IL - 1 Gene Polymorphism and T2DM
IL-1 Relations with T2DM
IL - 1 beta (IL - 1 has a specific injury beta cells) mainly involved in the occurrence
of diabetes development [12]. In insulin dependent diabetes animal model,
monocyte/macrophage is the main inflammatory cells infiltrating islet. The activation
of mononuclear cells via the secretion of IL - 1 beta islet beta cells to specific injury,
making beta cell necrosis. The role includes: Firstly significantly inhibit the release of
insulin and glucose, stimulate the release of insulin [13]; Secondly trigger beta cells
induce NO syntheses (iNOS) expression and strengthen the I - NOS activity [14]:
cause most of the cell necrosis, a small number of apoptosis; Thirdly the release of
TNF alpha beta cells, thereby selectively destroy beta cells. In patients with T2DM, it
can remove off the function of inhibition to Pancreatic islet B cells, IL - 1 in the
peripheral blood levels dropped, can make the patients' blood sugar, glycosylated
hemoglobin and beta cell function improved [15].
IL - 1 Gene Polymorphism and T2DM
IL - 1 gene locate on chromosome long arm 2 q13. IL - 1 alpha, beta IL - 1 as the
effect of molecular excited agent [16]. In regard to the research of genetic
polymorphism of IL-1, ping-an zhang [17] through to the han people, such as IL-1beta
in patients with type 2 diabetes, RN gene polymorphism analysis found that although
the IL-1beta (511), RN (introns 2) gene polymorphism and susceptibility to type 2
diabetes has no meaning, but IL- 1 RN alleles may be associated with the progression
of type 2 diabetes.
Summary and Prospect
To sum up, there is a close relationship between the occurrence and development
between interleukins and diabetes. The changes of some interleukins in the body can
indirectly response the immune dynamics of patients with diabetes, which is helpful
for the diagnosis, treatment and prognosis of diabetes and it also has great effect on
monitoring the occurrence of diabetes and the evaluation of treatment efficacy.
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